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1. ARTIKEL / ARTICLE/ ARTÍCULO
Claudia von Werlhof: „What is Man doing – what Mother Nature? Planet Earth in
Growing Distress…“
(www.pbme-online.org in vier Sprachen/ in four languages/ en cuatro idiomas)
2. VEREIN / ASSOCIATION/ ASOCIACIÓN:
1. General Assembly of the Planetary Movement for Mother Earth, Innsbruck,
30.9.2010, present 9 Tyrolean members
- Election and appointment of the board:
Chairlady: Prof. Dr. Claudia von Werlhof
Deputy Chairlady: Mag. Ursula Scheiber
Secretary: MMag. Martin Haselwanter
Treasurer: Mag. Simone Wörer
- Introduction of Rosalie Bertell‟s translator: „Planet Earth. The Latest
Weapon of War”, Dietmar Fischler. The book is being complemented with
current events and analyses.
- Discussion about prospective publishers. It was suggested to publish the book at
„oekom Verlag‟ in the series of works by Right Livelihood laureates. Contact
with the publisher has been established. 2 Austrian and 1-2 German publishers
are also interested. Now it is time for a decision.

- The first info letter was sent by post to 90 addresses that do not have internet
access. It is requested to access our homepage through friends or
relatives: www.pbme-online.org
- Funds: One large donation as well as several medium and smaller ones have
reached us. The translator will be reimbursed sufficiently, he has received a
part for the draft of his manuscript 2010 and will collect the rest after having
completed his work. 3 further Contracts for Services have been made with
Ursula Scheiber for the preparation of the member list, Simone Wörer for the
founding work of the association and the financial administation, and Götz von
Werlhof as the association‟s webmaster, for generation and management of the
homepage à 10 € /hour. Other work has been contributed as donations,
C. v. Werlhof accounts for the translation of her articles herself.
- Attestation of donations is being reviewed.

3.) WEITERE AKTIVITÄTEN /FURTHER ACTIVITIES/ DEMÁS ACTIVIDADES
-

Fundraising: Translation secured!

Meanwhile the Gerda-Weiler Stiftung, Genevieve Vaughan und Maria Mies
as well as the council of the interdisciplinary research-plattform „Politik-ReligionKunst“ at the University of Innsbruck have sponsored the costs for the translation of
Bertell‟s book. Concerning the translation of the book we are now off the hook
Financially!

-Public Relations
- The internet channel Nexworld.TV broadcasted 2 movies in September and October à
50 minutes: „Jan Gaspard im Gespräch mit C. v. Werlhof“
a) „Das Ende des Patriarchats“ (The end of patriarchy), 28. Sept. 2010 (please don‟t be
discouraged by the commercial that has nothing to do with the content of the
conversation)
b) „Haarp – die Erde als Waffe“ (Haarp, the earth as a weapon), 20. Okt. 2010.
(Thereupon some who were interested contacted us).

-Lectures
a) „Planetare Bewegung für Mutter Erde“, Kofra, München, C. v. Werlhof, 12.10.
2010. A realization took place about how far removed the women‟s movement is from
this topic. Earth, Mother Nature, even the planet: way beyond the horizon…
b) Contribution of the Cluster „Matriarchatsthese und Patriarchatskritik“ at the
convention „Gewalt & Friede“ of the interdisciplinary reseach-plattform „PolitikReligion-Kunst“ at the University of Innsbruck, lecture by C. v. Werlhof: „Kann es
einen ´neuen Himmel und eine neue Erde´ geben? Wie die Militärs von heute Gott
spielen und warum deshalb die „Planetare Bewegung für Mutter Erde“ entstanden
ist“ (Can there be a ´new heaven and a new earth´? How today‟s military plays God,

and why that is the reason for the founding of the “Planetary Movement for Mother
Earth”) Innsbruck, 29.10.2010. The lecture was followed by an icy silence of the 30
scientists attending. The university doesn‟t seem to be the place out of which an
awakening will come. The Ivory Tower and the embeddedness in existing coherences
are being defended against everything that doesn‟t fit in. Hear nothing, see and think
nothing, let alone feel anything, this seems to be the motto.
c) The participation at a peace-convention of unionists, left wing people, attac etc. in
Berlin, for students in November was blocked:
The topic of PBME was said to be too “specific“(!).
-Publications
a) The Empire Strikes Back. A Case of Organized „Hysteria“: Claudia von Werlhof
and the Viennese Thought Police, in: CNS –Capitalism Nature Socialism,
London/New York (Routledge) Vol. 21, Number 3, September 2010, pp. 102-106
b) Luc Bürgin: Wetter-Terror (Weather Terror), in: Mysteries, Ausgabe 3/10, Zürich,
pp. 44-49
c) Mathias Behmann: Die "Kritische Patriarchatstheorie" - ein neuer Blick auf die
Welt (Critical theory of Patriarchy -a new view on the world), in: UNIpress Nr. 7,
Innsbruck 2010, pp. 9-11
d) C. v. Werlhof: „Ausrufung der Planetaren Bewegung für Mutter Erde“ (Call for a
Planetary Movement for Mother Earth), in: MatriaVal, Nr. 12, September 2010,
Frankfurt, pp.10-17
e) 1. Infobrief Planetare Bewegung für Mutter Erde (1. Information Letter of the
PMME), in: MatriaVal, Nr. 12, September 2010, Frankfurt, pp. 18-20
f) „Es geht buchstäblich um Aufklärung“ (There literally has to be an
Enlightenment) Daniel Krcal interviewt C. v. Werlhof in:
Rokko´s Adventures. Unabhängige Zeitschrift, Wien, Dezember 2010
g) Interview for Festschrift and Film-Dokumentary of the Tirolean Environment
Advocate about activities undertaken and to be undertaken in favour of Tirolean
Nature (information given about the origins of the warming up of the Alpes, geoengineering and chemtrails, the Nagoya Uno-Moratorium, water-privatization in
Tyrol, dangers of chemical treatment of the soil and the always broader
infrastructure for tourism in Tyrol, Bertell and the Planetary Movement for Mother
Earth, association with office in Tyrol), in November
h) In print: Claudia v. Werlhof: The Failure of the “Modern World System” and the
new Paradigm of the “Critical Theory of Patriarchy” - The “civilization of
alchemists” as a “system of war”, Man. für S. Babones and Ch. Chase Dunn (Eds.):
International Handbook of World –Systems Analysis, London/New York, Routledge
2011
i) In the making: Book of our group after the congress “Wege in eine neue
Zivilisation” of March 2010 in Innsbruck. Working title: „Kann es eine ´neue
Erde´ geben? Zur ´Kritischen Patriarchatstheorie´ und der Praxis einer postpatriarchalen Zivilisation“ (Can there be a ´New Earth´? On Critical Theory of
Patriarchy, and the Practice of a Post-Patriarchal Civilization). There will be a
specific chapter with contributions on and about PMME.
j) Going to print: Claudia von Werlhof: The Failure of Modern Civilization and the
Struggle for a ´Deep´ Alternative – On “Critical Theory of Patriarchy” as a new
Paradigm, Frankfurt a. M. 2011, Peter Lang European Publisher (Nr. 26 in series
„Beiträge zur Dissidenz“, Contributions to Dissidence) with a chapter on “The

Latest Challenge: “Military Alchemy” as Dystopia for Planet Earth.
- Sympathizers: at the time 500+ /current issues
Individuals and groups throughout the world are reaching out to us and want to be
added to the movement‟s list. We receive a lot of material relevant to the topic that
needs to be sighted and reviewed. In time this information will appear on our website
www.pbme-online.org.
Our international debate of the movement via
http://de.groups.yahoo.com/group/PlanetaryMovementForMotherEarth can beginn
now. The first registrations have begun. Please register at
webmaster@pbme-online.org or simone.woerer@student.uibk.ac.at.
A first charity concert with Konstantin Wecker scheduled for 2011 will not take place
due to time constraints. However, the artist offers to contribute some of his songs to one
of our events. An event such as a Festival for Mother Earth and a public introduction of
PMME has not been finalized, there is a general plan in this direction though. Because
of the Congress on Matriarchy in mid May in St. Gallen, this could take place before
that in March or after the congress in July 2011. We ask for suggestions especially on
the part of MatriaVal.
Through Maria Mies and Vandana Shiva we especially want to address women‟s groups
and individuals globally, e.g. the international network „Diverse Women for Diversity“.
The addresses are being compiled; a jointly composed English text is at our disposal. In
this way we would like to build on already existing work, especially in the field of
Ecofeminism and would like to call for cooperation (Text auf www.pbme-online.org).
Furthermore addresses and names of groups as well of those of individuals are being
collected, which could be interesting contacts for us e.g.: Michel Serres, France, who
appeals for a right of action on behalf of nature advocating to her integrity; Prof. Meyl,
Black Forest, who works with Tesla-technology for peaceful application; Dr. Rauni
Kilde, Finland, former minister of health, who thinks that the volcanic eruption in
Iceland of 2010 was induced artificially; Dr. Giuliana Conforto, Italy, who advocates a
„feminist“ cosmology….
Rosalie Bertell is still ill at this time. We wish her a speedy recovery!!

3.) NACHRICHTEN AUS ALLER WELT /INFORMATION FROM ALL OVER THE
WORLD / NOTICIAS DE TODO EL MUNDO:

- UN-Moratorium against Geo-Engineering. Great success of the anti-ChemtrailMovement!
At the 10th biannual meeting of the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity in
Nagoya, Japan on 27.10.2010 our befriended ETC-Group of Pat Mooney has achieved
that methods of Geo-Engineering are subject to a moratorium and the surveillance of
the UN that is effective immediately until evidence has been established of its usefulness.
The US delegation rejected this decision, 193 nations that had joined the UN Convention

on Biological Diversity in 1992 approved. The moratorium now needs to be
implemented. This does not seem to be the case yet.
http://acdn.france.free.fr/spip/breve.php3?id_breve=1086&lang=en
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/node/5227 (English)
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/node/5229 (French)
http://www.enouranois.gr/english/indexmoratorium%20.htm

Washington Post article today at prisonplanet.com. Please read - in paragraph 4 of this
link - "The prohibition does not apply to the United States, which has yet to RATIFY
the convention." i.e. THERE IS NO SPRAYING MORATORIUM IN THIS
COUNTRY.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/geoengineering-sparks-international-ban-first-evercongressional-report.html
(if link does not come up, go to prison planet home page, and you can find this article).
News Release
29 October 2010
www.etcgroup.org
Geoengineering Moratorium at UN Ministerial in Japan
Risky Climate Techno-fixes Blocked
NAGOYA, Japan - In a landmark consensus decision, the 193-member UN Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) will close its tenth biennial meeting with a de facto
moratorium on geoengineering projects and experiments. "Any private or public
experimentation or adventurism intended to manipulate the planetary thermostat will
be in violation of this carefully crafted UN consensus," stated Silvia Ribeiro, Latin
American Director of ETC Group.
The agreement, reached during the ministerial portion of the two-week meeting which
included 110 environment ministers, asks governments to ensure that no geoengineering
activities take place until risks to the environment and biodiversity and associated social,
cultural and economic impacts have been appropriately considered. The CBD
secretariat was also instructed to report back on various geoengineering proposals and
potential intergovernmental regulatory measures.
The unusually strong consensus decision builds on the 2008 moratorium on ocean
fertilization. That agreement, negotiated at COP 9 in Bonn, put the brakes on a litany of
failed "experiments" - both public and private - to sequester atmospheric carbon
dioxide in the oceans' depths by spreading nutrients on the sea surface. Since then,
attention has turned to a range of futuristic proposals to block a percentage of solar
radiation via large-scale interventions in the atmosphere, stratosphere and outer space
that would alter global temperatures and precipitation patterns.

"This decision clearly places the governance of geoengineering in the United Nations
where it belongs," said ETC Group Executive Director Pat Mooney. "This decision is a
victory for common sense, and for precaution. It will not inhibit legitimate scientific
research. Decisions on geoengineering cannot be made by small groups of scientists from
a small group of countries that establish self-serving 'voluntary guidelines' on climate
hacking. What little credibility such efforts may have had in some policy circles in the
global North has been shattered by this decision. The UK Royal Society and its partners
should cancel their Solar Radiation Management Governance Initiative and respect that
the world's governments have collectively decided that future deliberations on
geoengineering should take place in the UN, where all countries have a seat at the table
and where civil society can watch and influence what they are doing."
Delegates in Nagoya have now clearly understood the potential threat that deployment or even field testing - of geoengineering technologies poses to the protection of
biodiversity. The decision was hammered out in long and difficult late night sessions of a
"friends of the chair" group, attended by ETC Group, and adopted by the Working
Group 1 Plenary on 27 October 2010. The Chair of the climate and biodiversity
negotiations called the final text "a highly delicate compromise." All that remains to do
now is gavel it through in the final plenary at 6 PM Friday (Nagoya time).
"The decision is not perfect," said Neth Dano of ETC Group Philippines. "Some
delegations are understandably concerned that the interim definition of geoengineering
is too narrow because it does not include Carbon Capture and Storage technologies.
Before the next CBD meeting, there will be ample opportunity to consider these
questions in more detail. But climate techno-fixes are now firmly on the UN agenda and
will lead to important debates as the 20th anniversary of the Earth Summit approaches.
A change of course is essential, and geoengineering is clearly not the way forward."
In Nagoya, Japan
Pat Mooney: mooney@etcgroup.org (Mobile +1-613-240-0045)
Silvia Ribeiro: silvia@etcgroup.org (Mobile (local): + 81 90 5036 4659)
Neth Dano: neth@etcgroup.org (Mobile: + 63-917-532-9369)?
In Montreal, Canada:
Diana Bronson: diana@etcgroup.org (Mobile: +1-514-629-9236)
Jim Thomas: jim@etcgroup.org (Mobile: +1-514-516-5759)
Note to Editors:
The full texts of the relevant decisions on geoengineering are copied below:
Under Climate Change and Biodiversity (UNEP/CBD/COP/10/L.36)
8. Invites Parties and other Governments, according to national circumstance and
priorities, as well as relevant organizations and processes, to consider the guidance
below on ways to conserve, sustainably use and restore biodiversity and ecosystem
services while contributing to climate-change mitigation and adaptation:
....
(w) Ensure, in line and consistent with decision IX/16 C, on ocean fertilization and
biodiversity and climate change, in the absence of science based, global, transparent and
effective control and regulatory mechanisms for geo-engineering, and in accordance
with the precautionary approach and Article 14 of the Convention, that no climate-

related geo-engineering activities[1] that may affect biodiversity take place, until there
is an adequate scientific basis on which to justify such activities and appropriate
consideration of the associated risks for the environment and biodiversity and associated
social, economic and cultural impacts, with the exception of small scale scientific
research studies that would be conducted in a controlled setting in accordance with
Article 3 of the Convention, and only if they are justified by the need to gather specific
scientific data and are subject to a thorough prior assessment of the potential impacts on
the environment;
[1] Without prejudice to future deliberations on the definition of geo-engineering
activities, understanding that any technologies that deliberately reduce solar insolation
or increase carbon sequestration from the atmosphere on a large scale that may affect
biodiversity (excluding carbon capture and storage from fossil fuels when it captures
carbon dioxide before it is released into the atmosphere) should be considered as forms
of geo-engineering which are relevant to the Convention on Biological Diversity until a
more precise definition can be developed. Noting that solar insolation is defined as a
measure of solar radiation energy received on a given surface area in a given hour and
that carbon sequestration is defined as the process of increasing the carbon content of a
reservoir/pool other than the atmosphere.
AND
9. Requests the Executive Secretary to:
(o) Compile and synthesize available scientific information, and views and experiences of
indigenous and local communities and other stakeholders, on the possible impacts of
geo-engineering techniques on biodiversity and associated social, economic and cultural
considerations, and options on definitions and understandings of climate-related geoengineering relevant to the Convention on Biological Diversity and make it available for
consideration at a meeting of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and
Technological Advice prior to the eleventh meeting of the Conference of the Parties;
(p) Taking into account the possible need for science based global, transparent and
effective control and regulatory mechanisms, subject to the availability of financial
resources, undertake a study on gaps in such existing mechanisms for climate-related
geo-engineering relevant to the Convention on Biological Diversity, bearing in mind that
such mechanisms may not be best placed under the Convention on Biological Diversity,
for consideration by the Subsidiary Body on Scientific Technical and Technological
Advice prior to a future meeting of the Conference of the Parties and to communicate
the results to relevant organizations;
Under New and Emerging Issues UNEP/CBD/COP/10/L.2 :
4. Invites Parties, other Governments and relevant organizations to submit information
on synthetic biology and geo-engineering, for the consideration by the Subsidiary Body
on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice, in accordance with the procedures of
decision IX/29, while applying the precautionary approach to the field release of
synthetic life, cell or genome into the environment;
Under Marine and Coastal Biodiversity UNEP/CBD/COP/10/L.42
13 Reaffirming that the programme of work still corresponds to the global priorities,
has been further strengthened through decisions VIII/21, VIII/22, VIII/24, and IX/20,

but is not fully implemented, and therefore encourages Parties to continue to implement
these programme elements, and endorses the following guidance, where applicable and
in accordance with national capacity and circumstances, for enhanced implementation:
(e) Ensuring that no ocean fertilization takes place unless in accordance with decision
IX/16 C and taking note of the report (UNEP/CBD/SBSTTA/14/INF/7) and development
noted para 57 - 62;
Impacts of ocean fertilization on marine and coastal biodiversity
57. Welcomes the report on compilation and synthesis of available scientific information
on potential impacts of direct human-induced ocean fertilization on marine biodiversity
(UNEP/CBD/SBSTTA/14/INF/7), which was prepared in collaboration with United
Nations Environment Programme-World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEPWCMC) and the International Maritime Organization in pursuance of paragraph 3 of
decision IX/20;
58.Recalling the important decision IX/16 C on ocean fertilization, reaffirming the
precautionary approach, recognizes that given the scientific uncertainty that exists,
significant concern surrounds the potential intended and unintended impacts of largescale ocean fertilization on marine ecosystem structure and function, including the
sensitivity of species and habitats and the physiological changes induced by micronutrient and macro-nutrient additions to surface waters as well as the possibility of
persistent alteration of an ecosystem, and requests Parties to implement decision IX/16
C;
59.Notes that the governing bodies under the London Convention and Protocol adopted
in 2008 resolution LC-LP.1 (2008) on the regulation of ocean fertilization, in which
Contracting Parties declared, inter alia, that given the present state of knowledge, ocean
fertilization activities other than legitimate scientific research should not be allowed;
60.Recognizes the work under way within the context of the London Convention and
London Protocol to contribute to the development of a regulatory mechanism referred
to in decision IX/16 C, and invites Parties and other Governments to act in accordance
with the Resolution LC-LP.2(2010) of the London Convention and Protocol ;
61.Notes that in order to provide reliable predictions on the potential adverse impacts on
marine biodiversity of activities involving ocean fertilization, further work to enhance
our knowledge and modelling of ocean biogeochemical processes is required, in
accordance with decision IX/16 (c) and taking into account decision IX/20 and LC-LP.2
(2010);
62.Notes also that there is a pressing need for research to advance our understanding of
marine ecosystem dynamics and the role of the ocean in the global carbon cycle;
Geopiracy: The Case Against Geoengineering is a new publication by ETC Group that
provides an overview of the issues involved.
http://www.etcgroup.org/
ETC Group is a registered Charity in Canada. ETC Headquarters are at:
431 Gilmour Street, Second Floor
Ottawa, ON K2P-0R5
Canada

- Rosalie Bertell‟s signature campaign in Bonn, 14.9.2010:
Petition for the International Court of Justice by Dr. Rosalie Bertell, Grey Nun of the
Sacred Heart in Pennsylvania, USA, scientist, laureate of the Right Livelihood Award in
1986 for her work about health effects from exposure to ionizing radiation, participant
at the 30 year anniversary of the Right Livelihood Award in Bonn on Sept. 14th 2010.
This appeal was signed on the spot by the founder of the RLA, Jakob von Üxküll, his son
Ole, the director of the foundation, and all the 20 laureates of the Right Livelihood
Award (Alternative Nobel Prize) present from all over the world (list enclosed).
English Original: Petition Signed by the Right Livelihood Laureates (RLA) at their 30th
Anniversary Conference in Bonn, Germany, 14-20 September 2010.
Submitted for signing by Dr. Rosalie Bertell, Laureate year 1986.

It is morally reprehensible and an offense against humanity and the Earth
to interfere with the normal function of the planetary system – to cause or
enhance storms, hurricanes, tsunamis, monsoons, mud slides, draught,
flooding, earth quakes or volcano eruptions.
Signatures from Bonn Conference:
Jakob von Uexkull, Founder and Chair of the Right Livelihood Award
Ole von Uexkull, Executive Director for the Right Livelihood Award Foundation
Anwar Fazal, Director, Right Livelihood College, Malaysia (RLA 1982)
Angie Zelter, England (RLA 2001)
Ledum Mitee, MOSOP, Nigeria (RLA 1994)
Vijaya Chanhas, India, representing Narmada Bachao Andolan, India, (RLA 1991)
Mohammed Hasnewn, Ladakh Ecological Development Group (RLA 1986)
Alla Yaroshinskaya, Russia (RLA 1992)
Harujhimana Guillaune, Centre Jeunes Kamenge, CJK, Burundi (RLA 2002)
Stephen Corry, Survival International, England (RLA 1989)
Zafrullah Chowdhury, Bangladesh (RLA 1992)
Tony Clarke, Canada (RLA 2005)
René Ngongo, Organisation concertée des écologistes et amis de la nature OCEAN,
DRCongo (RLA 2009)
Mauricio Hernandez, ATCC, Colombia (RLA 1990)
Maude Barlow, Canada (RLA 2005)
Katarina Kruhonja Centre for Peace, Nonviolence and Human Rights, Croatia (RL 1998)
Frances Moore Lappé, USA (RLA 1987)Fernando Rendón, The Medellin International Poetry Festival, Colombia (RLA 2006)
Dr. Fernando Funes Aguilar, Cuban Association of Agricultural and Forestry Technicians –
ACTAF, Cuba (RLA1999)
Dr. Hanumappa Sudarshan, India (RLA 1994)
Samuel Epstein, MD, USA (RLA 1998)
Dipal C. Barua, First Zayed Future Energy, Bangladesh (RLA 2007)
Other signers in Bonn, Germany:
Mathias Reichl, Austria
Claudia Von Werlhof, Austria

Maria Mies, Germany
Joerg Altekruse, Germany
Diane Bardol, USA
Rashidah Shuib, Malaysia
Sbella Whitaker, Brazil
Nichi Ailltor, Sweden
Vargauln, Sweden
Garvalle Sudan
Joanna Forbes, Canada
Marianne Andersson, Sweden
This petition can be used everywhere!

- Conference of the Bonne Fire Coalition about:
- „Who Owns the Weather?“ in New York State, 24. 8. 2010 (dvd existing)
Von:
Bonne Fire <bonne_fire@yahoo.com>
An:
bonne_fire@yahoo.com
Betreff: Who Owns the Weather? August 24 7PM Dionondehowa School, Shushan, NY
USA

lease come, if you can. We know that some of you live very far from eastern New York state
so, if you can't make it for the event please pass on the program information including the
press release, attached here, to let others know.
Thanks!
Bonnie and Cynthia
for The Bonnefire Coalition
Who Owns the Weather?
Tuesday August 24 7PM
Dionondehowa School
Shushan, NY
The Bonnefire Coalition
presents a special informational meeting:
~ Geoengineering Schemes
~ Global Geoengineering Governance
decision-making outside the democratic process
~ U.S. Air Force‟s plan to Own The Weather
~ Earth‟s atmosphere as a plasma physics laboratory
~ Persistent Jet Contrails that haze the Sky & dim the Sun

~ Solar Radiation Management plan to haze the Sky
with sulfur dioxide, aluminum oxide, designer nano-particles
~ non-lethal weapons - insects, aerosols
Phone 518-854-7764 for directions & to reserve seats
The Bonnefire Coalition website is accessible at www.agriculturedefensecoalition.org

- On Nov. 8th the renowned London “Royal Society” held a meeting on the topic “GeoEngineering taking control of our planet‟s climate” in order to present a civilian
package of measures for the rescue of the planet. This contradicts the recent UN
moratorium against procedures of Geo engineering that are being used, e.g. Chemtrails,
without asking or informing the affected people.
A report from London:
Wed, 10 Nov 2010 18:11:03 +0200 [17:11:03 CET]
Von: Wayne Hall <halva1@otenet.gr>

Two news items, one from Claire on the Royal Society geoengineering conference in
London yesterday and the day before. Claire says that they (she, Saskia and Andrew)
were given the chance to speak about chemtrails already happening and to have
personal exchanges with different participants. She says that their (i.e. her, Saskia's
and Andrew's) feeling was that the presentations were at a low scientific level and were
more like sermons than scientific papers. She says her impression was that the
geoengineering advocates are trying to corrupt the Royal Society, whose stance was
more detached, so that they were prepared to give everybody a hearing. She also says
that the geoengineering promoters don't seem so sure of themselves. Hands off Mother
Earth were present, and delivered some warnings about geoengineering. She also says
that some presenters were clearly angry at the ETC group and angry about the
moratorium.
The other news items is from Algo in Perth, Western Australia, who mentions a chance
encounter he had with a second year law student who told him that the Perth law
students are planning to screen "What in the World are they Spraying" publicly and
then to send a delegation of 30 law students to the national capital Canberra, to
demand answers from the Australian federal government.
gisella <maltigher@me.com>
Bonne Fire <bonne_fire@yahoo.com>

An:
Cc:
Betreff: Re: Entering a new phase

On Oct 27, 2010, at 5:51 PM, Bonne Fire wrote:

Valerie and All,
I wanted to add to your email.
Maybe not everyone knows, either, that there is now a U.S. patent for genetically-modified,
aluminum-toxicity-resistant crop seed including soy, wheat, barley and corn.
We feel it has been invented in response to aluminum toxicity falling from the aerosols.

- On 20.11.2011 there will be a national demonstration against chemtrails and Haarp for
the first time in Rome, Piazza Santi Apostoli from 2.00 pm to 8.00 pm. The organizers
call themselves Associazione Italiana Cieli Azzurri (Italian Association ‚Blue Heavens„).
A declaration principle needs to be accepted before being able to join the organization.

- Someone has been found to photograph the Chemtrails over the Inn Valley. We are
planning to put some of the pictures on the website

- Other events
Fri, 12 Nov 2010 08:51:50 -0800 [12.11.2010 17:51:50 CET]
Campbell Rebecca <rebeccaphb@yahoo.com>

Von:
An:
Betreff: Upcoming E-vents About Which You May Want to Be Informed

o Tomorrow, 13th, yours truly will be on webcast Truth Quest with Melodee Hallett on
Oracle Broadcasting at 1 PM EST/10 AM PST with Rosalind Peterson, lead West Coast
activist on military weapons testing/"geoengineering" and Deborah Dupre', lead
reporter about the BP/US government-perpetrated terracide now being executed in the
Gulf region. Deborah has written an e-book on the WHO's false H1N1 pandemic last
year, and has been reporting on how genetic alterations of bacteria in the Gulf could
play into the NWO's/WHO's future plans.
o On Wednesday, November 10, 2010, a number of Washington State truth
activists/leading research scientists confronted Washington State Health Secretary
Mary Selecky over her permanently increasing amounts of toxic mercury in
vaccinations -- particularly for pregnant women/small children --the public
school clinics in which increasing numbers of vaccinations can be dispensed to
our children and the Washington Vaccine Association corporation established by the
State of Washington to allow all of this to be done with impunity early this year. This
will be captured in a video/audio blog with text to be released soon;

o Another Truth Quest program, taped on October 16, 2010 will be distributed soon in
which yours truly connects the dots between 9/11, "geoengineering", the Gulf terracide,
vaccinations, the military weapons testing program and the Gates
Foundation/Monsanto;
o A SCAN-TV program, taped on November 10, 2010, in which yours truly discusses
Campbell vs. the US and many other actions in which she was involved since she left
SCAN-TV in July of last year will be available soon;
o A blog, with possible video/audio, concerning the international Tesla-based
alternative energy workshop conference occurring this coming weekend of November
13-14 with leading experts in attendance;
o A request for action to be released next week concerning one of the gravest injustices
in the history of US immigration designed to break the back of government-generated
Islamophobia. Islamophobia is being used to reinforce the official conspiracy theory of
9/11, which has then been used to justify everything else done since to take away our
freedom. This request for action is similar to the one to stop the persecution of
journalists in Europe initiated with some success this past summer.

- Further important links
http://coto2.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/case_orange-5-10-2010-belfort-chemtrails.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/user/conrebbi#p/u/12/wnnv33o_0TI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnnv33o_0TI Russian summer 2010, US- attack from
space and from within earth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3gKa0z7rjM.. Chemtrails and weather war
http://www.agriculturedefensecoalition.org/ ADC sister organisation
Links to all videos of Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde
http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=479B833C0B969CB9 Truths today and
Spirituality
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhImLmQFehU&feature=player_embedded Dr.Kilde
about volcanic eruption on Island as produced by Eiskat (Norway)/Haarp and air force
manoeuvres at the same time/necessity of spiritually changing the world
http://franchiseeverybody.blogspot.com/2010/04/der-vulkanausbruch-als-ubung-fur-den.html
Der Vulkanausbruch als Übung für den Weltkrieg? (volcanic eruption as manoeuvre for a 3rd
world war?)

http://acdn.france.free.fr/spip/breve.php3?id_breve=1086&lang=en UN-Moratorium for GeoEngineering, u.a. Chemtrails, Nagoya, Oct. 2010!
www.truthmediaproductions.com Edward Griffin http://www.infowars.com/what-in-theworld-are-they-spraying-2/ Most famous new film about chemtrails
www.infowars.com/g-edward-griffin-talks-about-new-chemtrail-film/
s.u.:
www.truthmediaproductions.com
Edward Griffin, M. Murphy Film about Chemtrails - Geo-Engineering, aims and
consequences.

4.) BÜCHERLISTE (deutsch)/ BOOK LIST (in German) /LISTA DE LIBROS
(en alemán)
Rosalie Bertell: Keine akute Gefahr? Die radioaktive Verseuchung der Erde,
München 1985, Goldmann Verlag (dafür erhielt sie den Right Livelihood Award
1986)
Rosalie Bertell: No Immediate Danger: Prognosis for a Radioactive Earth, London
1985, Women’s Press
Chris Haderer/Peter Hiess: Chemtrails. Verschwörung am Himmel?
Wettermanipulation unter den Augen der Öffentlichkeit, Graz 2005, V.F. Sammler
Nick Begich/Jean Manning: Löcher im Himmel, Peiting ca. 2001, Michaels Verlag
(Übersetzung von „Angels don´t play this HAARP“)
Nick Begich/Jean Manning: Angels Don't Play This HAARP, Advances in Tesla
Technology. Alaska, 2001, Earthpuls Press
Tom B. Baerden: Skalartechnologie, Peiting o D., Michaels Verlag
Ulrich Heerd: Das Haarp-Projekt, Peiting o. D., Michaels Verlag
Das Nikola Tesla-Originalwerk, Peiting, Michaels Verlag
Generally appropriate and recommendable, though written before today’s insights:
Naomi Klein: Die Schockstrategie. Der Aufstieg des Katastrophenkapitalismus,
Frankfurt a. M. 2007, Fischer
Naomi Klein: The Shock Doctrine. The Rise of Disaster Capitalism. NY 2008,
Metropolitan Books

5.) Mails: Experts for us

a) Theresia Sauter-Baillet, Ecofeminist
Wed, 10 Nov 2010 21:32:42 +0100 [10.11.2010 21:32:42 CET]
Von:
Theresia Sauter-Bailliet <Th.SauterBailliet@t-online.de>
An:
Claudia Von Werlhof <Claudia.Von-Werlhof@uibk.ac.at>
Betreff: Re: Questions

Dear Claudia,
I only ordered Planet Earth AFTER the Hambach Castle event, didn‟t know about it
before that. I only knew Bertell‟s book NO IMMEDIATE DANGER from 1985….that
book already knocked me over…I have also been active in environmental organizations
ever since,…and I also try to introduce a female view, however, men have a hard time
with that. .. There still are individuals - men and women – that feel a deep sense of
responsibility and connection to mother earth and the cosmos. … An over 80 year old
man whom I had lent PLANET EARTH takes a lot of trouble to acquire further copies
for distribution. Interest was great at the meeting last week. And you caused an
avalanche with your intervention at the Hambach Castle. …It is absolutely possible
that this will lead to an éclat, it is seething all around.
Yours,
Theresia

b) Dr. Wolfgang Fischer, Physician
Datum: Tue, 09 Nov 2010 18:00:10 -0500 [10.11.2010 00:00:10 CET]
Von:
Wolfgang Fischer <global@mensch-sein.de>
An:
Henner Ritter <praxis@henner-ritter.de> , Christian Opitz
<christian_mukti@yahoo.de> , Prof. Dr. Bernd Senf <senf@fhw-berlin.de> ,
Prof. Dr. Margrit Kennedy <margritkennedy@monneta.org>
Cc:
Claudia von Werlhof <Claudia.von-Werlhof@uibk.ac.at> , Dr.Wolfgang Fischer
<global@emanzipationhumanum.de>
Betreff: Re: Conspiracy theory – or what?

Dear Henner,
The tamperings that have been subject of discussion are so outrageous that
the danger exists of them not wanted to be acknowledged or this even being
impossible because there will be disbelief of the existence of these
manipulations. In this case there will be a lack of intellectual and emotional
dispute, therefore resistance won’t take place to start with. Supercomfortable
for the big hitters. The more secret they can keep all of this, including the
centrally controlled media, the more dangerous for the individuals who will
then put it on the table. The mob swoops down on the messenger, the message

itself becomes diffuse and the reality of the information can flourish in
obscurity until it is too late. ..I see this peril and it is necessary to oppose it by
looking the facts in the eye and by asking questions. It is healthy to ask
questions, not sick. That is Claudia’s objective and nothing else other than to
have a broad and implicit scientific taking into consideration and investigation.
This wish is not to be seen in the proximity of paranoia, doing that would mean
unintentionally operating in the ways of the ruthless big hitters.
Best regards to all of you,
Wolfgang

Dr.med. Wolfgang Fischer, München - Yucay/Cusco
skype global0909 / skype-in: 089 7456093

c)
Oliver Sturm, Flight captain
Datum:
Von:
An:
Betreff:
Priorität:

Fri, 05 Nov 2010 14:52:49 +0100 [05.11.2010 14:52:49 CET]
Oliver Sturm <oliver747@googlemail.com>
claudia.von-werlhof@uibk.ac.at
HAARP as a weapon against humanity
1

Dear Mrs. Von Werlhof!
Please excuse me for not addressing you with your academic title; I would
prefer to address you directly as an individual.
It has to do with HAARP.
Personally I find your commitment and your courage in bringing light into this
topic very impressive.
As an academic and therefore in a special position of observation of the lobbies
and the media, this is a very honorable task that you have taken aboard…
For me the questioning about the game that is actually being played began
with the manipulated events of 11.09.2001.
I am a flight captain on the model B747-400 and have therefore intensely dealt
with the aircrafts of 11.09.2001.
Without wanting to get into details of the terrorist attacks, here everything
took place in a very different manner than the public is still supposed to
believe.
Alone, that there was never a fitting aircraft found in the Pentagon, how should
it have gotten there.
These maneuvers cannot be flown being inexperienced.
Besides that, these aircrafts were “something else” than they were suggested
to be…
Well, there was a terrorist attack from “within”.
The exact course of events will surely never be revealed, however, it makes
transparent that there was big time manipulation that still continues.
Well, I quickly recognized things that aren’t coherent yet, just as with the
HAARP project.

Through your research you have identified the problem very well, as I have
seen in the movie on “NEXWORLD” TV.
Your commitment is remarkable and I will also join the movement, the topic is
too important, it is about our future as human beings.
We have no more time to lose…

c) Konrad Dörr, Physicist
Datum: Tue, 16 Nov 2010 18:13:58 +0000 [16.11.2010 19:13:58 CET]
Von:
Konrad W. Dörr <konraddoerr@yahoo.de>
An:
Prof. Dr. Claudia von Werlhof <Claudia.Von-Werlhof@uibk.ac.at>
Antwort
Konrad W. Dörr <info@konraddoerr.de>
an:
Betreff: Subscription

regarding http://www.pbme-online.org/
hello dear Mrs. Prof. von Werlhof
I am very pleased that in our „confusing‟ times there are such discerning women
personalities like you.
Saw your TV segment on Nexworld.
Actually I am not shocked because I know too much about this topic.
However, indefinitely happy that slowly gaps seem to be emerging in this curtain of
secrecy and conspiracy.
Here the term „conspiracy‟ would finally be fitting without deductions!
I am an academic physicist with two more engineering disciplines and have been in
research and development of large scale industry throughout my professional life.
I would like to request you to send me the details of the Planetary Movement in order
to add my signature.
If there is any possibility to actively support the movement, also through creating
awareness, I could very well imagine doing that.
Incidentally I was a specialist for NBC defense when I was 18 years old and from then
on refused the military service with weapons.
With best regards,
Konrad W. Dörr
***
Not only TESLA has been taken from us, if the drawers of the military and all the
„dependent scientists‟ open, whole mankind would make a quantum leap overnight.

